
THE NUREVA™ SPAN™ SYSTEM

The Nureva Span visual collaboration system transforms a wall 
into an expansive, digital workspace. The system combines a 
solid-state-illumination (SSI) projector with an intuitive cloud-
based canvas that’s projected onto a wall and simultaneously 
accessible from personal devices. Users can create, share and 
edit ideas and information by working directly on the wall or 
on their own computers, tablets and smartphones. QuickShare 
also lets contributors without a Span subscription add notes and 
images to a canvas. All changes made are instantly visible to all 
users. 

The system’s flexible components enable users to create a 
variety of panoramic, surround or mobile environments. For teams 
that need to be immersed in visual data, the system replaces the 
sticky-note wall, enabling real-time ideation, design, planning 
and other activities. For students, the system fosters active 
collaboration through sharing and organizing ideas to create 
deeper understanding. For everyone, the Span system opens  
up limitless possibilities for groups to create and collaborate.

TRUE COLLABORATION
The Span system brings all the convenience and flexibility of 
today’s online and touch technologies to traditional, paper-based
collaboration. Visualizing information on a large surface is an 
intuitive way for people to work together, and Nureva adapts this 
proven process to the digital age. Using the Span system, groups 

can work on a wall as they’ve always done, filling it with digital 
sticky notes, images and other objects to visualize information. 
The expansive virtual workspace makes it easy to see lots of 
information at once, identify patterns and start formulating solutions. 
And because there’s no limit to the number of canvases you can 
create, there’s endless space to explore possibilities and iterate.

At a time when many schools, businesses and other organizations 
are strapped for space, the system frees up valuable real estate 
and even creates flexible workspace that can be used by multiple 
groups of people for myriad projects. It’s ideal for bringing 
technology to unused corners, huddle rooms, staff rooms, hallways, 
learning commons, kitchens and other nontraditional spaces.

WORKING IN THE CLOUD
With cloud-based Span software, true collaboration that engages 
every team member is finally possible. Everyone – both in the 
room and working from a distance – can see all the material 
and contribute in real time, meaning the whole group benefits 
from everyone’s perspectives. Users can develop deeper 
understanding of the material and arrive at new ideas faster. 
Because all work happens in the cloud, it’s always available. Users 
trade the impermanence of paper for the persistence of digital 
data. Canvases are always up to date and accessible. There’s 
no paper footprint, and in business, no need for costly travel or 
waiting to get team members in the same room.



SYSTEM BENEFITS
Everyone can contribute –

capture everyone’s ideas and

input anonymously

Familiar tools – contribute ideas 

and information using notes, 

sketches, flip charts, text boxes, 

images, hyperlinks and templates

Time to contemplate and space 

to prepare – enrich collaboration 

through individual preparation

QuickShare mode – enable 

participants without a Span 

subscription to share content

Expansive workspace – broaden

possibilities with a large number

of ideas visible at one time

Easy to use – focus attention on

the work, not the technology

Broad compatibility – work with

all your applications and on any

personal device you prefer or

interactive display you own

Flexible configurations – choose

the hardware configuration that

supports the way you work

Cloud-based service – get all the 

latest updates immediately

Solid-state illumination projector 

(ultrawide or full HD) – enjoy 

25,000 hours of carefree operation

Warranty  – 3-year warranty on 

projectors, touch modules and 

image alignment modules
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Don’t just take our word for it. Experience the Span system for yourself today.

Available from      Contact us 

       Nureva Inc.
       +1.403.699.9781
       sales@nureva.com 

HOW IT WORKS
Software features preserve the best part of familiar paper-based processes – such as sticky 
notes, images, sketches and flip-chart pages. Dispersed teams work together seamlessly in real 
time with everyone able to contribute to a canvas. With screen sharing, information from multiple 
live applications can be shared in one place. Canvases are automatically saved and can be easily 
exported at any time as PDF or Excel® files.

In education, the Span system creates more opportunities for student-led learning and nurtures 
the development of skills such as creativity, critical thinking, collaboration and communication.

WHY IT WORKS
Everyone has the space to contemplate and then prepare input and thoughts before a 
collaborative session just as they would with sticky notes and a pen. But they can also capture 
and share a variety of other digital inputs in advance or dynamically with their team. Seeing a lot 
of information and data at one time assists in many work and learning situations. The system’s 
fully interactive SSI projectors (choose either the ultrawide 16:6 or full-HD 16:9) can be linked 
together to create a panoramic workspace that makes it easy to organize content. This rich
combination of visualization and interaction fuels creativity and collaboration.


